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ABSTRACT: In this work, we use quantum-mechanical calculations to examine a
number of possible dealumination routes in a model reminiscent of a commercial
Y zeolite (Si/Al ratio of 3) as used in fluid catalytic cracking. First, we determine
the distribution of Al over the zeolite lattice. The thermodynamically most stable
distribution found in our calculations does not match the aluminum distribution
found experimentally with NMR. We then describe the design of a periodic
structure model to better fit the experimental distribution for zeolite Y with a Si/Al
ratio of 3. This new model is used to determine the mechanism of dealumination
in the absence and presence of stabilizing La3+ ions. It was found that the
dealumination pathways with La3+ present in this model lead to higher activation
energies, supporting a stabilizing effect of rare earth ions on the dealumination.
The local environment (with both Brønsted and Lewis acid sites) has a large effect on the transition states and intermediates. While
the local environment destabilizes pathways that involve protonation of oxygen atoms near another Brønsted acid site, it reduces the
barriers of other pathways by coordinating newly formed OH groups in the transition states. These findings imply that the realistic
aluminum distributions provided by our model are a prerequisite for this type of study.

■ INTRODUCTION

Fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) is the main conversion process
in the oil refinery, producing a large part of the world’s
gasoline, as well as base chemicals, such as propylene.1 The
FCC process was developed in the early 1940s as the successor
of the fixed-bed Houdry cracking process, which used clay-
based catalysts, and has seen a number of improvements over
the years. One of the major innovations was the introduction
of microporous zeolites to the catalyst in the early 1960s,
following the work of Milton and Breck, who discovered a
number of synthetic zeolites at Union Carbide, see, e.g., ref 2.
Synthetic zeolites provide a considerable increase in cracking
activity as well as gasoline selectivity over amorphous catalysts.
However, the process conditions (cracking at around 538 °C,
regeneration at 700 °C) are so severe that the zeolites
eventually collapse.
Already in the early 1960s, Plank and Rosinski3 observed a

large positive effect of using rare earth (RE)-exchanged zeolites
compared to amorphous silica−alumina or Na-exchanged
zeolite Y. Li and Rees4 showed that the temperature at
which the zeolite structure collapses shifts toward higher
temperatures for RE-exchanged zeolite Y. Rabo et al.5 showed
that clusters of RE-hydroxide species are located inside the
sodalite cages, similar to observations by Lee and Rees.6

Various authors investigated the stabilizing effect of RE in
zeolite Y in the 1960s and 1970s. Their IR and NMR data
seem to indicate that a larger portion of lattice Al atoms

remains in their framework position. It is to be noted that the
Breck−Flanigen relation7 explaining the shrinkage of the
zeolite lattice upon dealumination (the Si−O bond is shorter
than the Al−O bond) is not valid in the case of RE-exchanged
zeolite Y.8 The presence of RE seems to induce a lattice
expansion. Van Bokhoven et al. have explained this effect.9 The
majority of the authors seem to believe that the RE ions move
into the I′-ion-exchange site, and from there, they exert a
stabilizing effect by electrostatic interaction. Schüßler et al.
examined the speciation and localization of La ions in the
zeolite structure, among others with periodic density functional
theory (DFT) calculations.10 These authors place the majority
of the RE species in multinuclear hydroxide-bridged moieties,
essentially similar to Rabo’s observations. Some of the RE ions,
according to the authors, are located in the supercages in the II
site and are able to activate hydrocarbons. Noda et al., based
on cluster DFT calculations, offer a similar explanation for the
increased activity.11 They claim that OH sites are removed
from hexagonal prism- and sodalite cage locations, whereas
stronger Brønsted acid OH sites are formed in the supercages
because the small highly charged RE ions induce a polarization
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effect. Although both works offer a plausible explanation for
the increased activity, they do not explain the enhanced
framework stability. Silaghi et al. investigated dealumination
pathways for isolated Al atoms in zeolites MOR, CHA, FAU,
and MFI.12 In this work, we build a realistic model for zeolite Y
with a higher Al content, and we elucidate the effect of a La ion
(in the form of a La3+ ion) on the dealumination pathways.

■ COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

We computed all possible dealumination pathways (in the
absence and presence of lanthanum) for the three Al sites in
our final zeolite model that are located closest to the
lanthanum ion. The calculations were performed with the
Quickstep module of the CP2K program13−17 set, version 4.1,
using the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) density func-
tional18 and the MOLOPT-DZVP basis set19 with Goedeck-
er−Teter−Hutter (GTH) pseudopotentials.20−22 The ration-
ale for using this potential set, and for not using dispersion
corrections, is explained in ref 23. CP2K employs the FFTW3
library for fast Fourier transform.24 The basis set and
pseudopotentials used are the applicable ones distributed
with the CP2K program, with the exception of the basis set for
La. For this, we used the set made publicly available by Ling.25

Program settings were default, apart from the cutoff energy for
the finest grid level, which was increased from its default value
of 280−700 Ry units. Furthermore, the target accuracy for self-
consistent field (SCF) was increased from 10−5 to 10−7 charge
units. Since the atomistic model is rather large, only the Γ-
point was computed; no integration over the Brillouin zone
was performed. The CP2K calculations were performed on the
former Irish national supercomputer Fionn with support from
the PaRtnership for Advanced Computing in Europe-
Distributed European Computing Initiative (PRACE-DECI).

■ TRANSITION-STATE OPTIMIZATION

All (final) transition states were computed by means of the
dimer method.26 To generate appropriate initial guesses for the
transition-state optimization, we performed constrained
geometry optimizations when possible and used the climbing
image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) method27 otherwise. We
decreased the CP2K convergence limit for the direction of the

smallest curvature in the dimer method from its default value
of 0.08 rad (5°) to 0.01 or even 0.005 rad.

■ BENCHMARKS OF THE LANTHANUM
DESCRIPTION

In the version of CP2K used in this study (4.1), the relativistic
corrections for valence electrons have been disabled. Valence
electrons are affected by relativistic effects directly only if their
orbitals penetrate deeply into the core or indirectly because the
properly relativistically treated core is more contracted than a
nonrelativistically computed one and will therefore shield the
valence electrons more effectively from the nuclear charge.
Both effects can be largely taken care of by the
pseudopotentials generally used in solid-state DFT codes.
For La, we explicitly treat only the outermost 11 electrons of
the 57 (these are 5s2, 5p6, 6s2, 5d1). We therefore assume that
the (relativistically derived) pseudopotential will give us
sufficiently accurate results even without further relativistic
corrections on the valence orbitals.
To investigate this assumption, we benchmarked CP2K

results for La-containing solids against the experiment and the
results of a variety of programs (CP2K,13−17 VASP,28

Quantum Espresso,29 BAND,30−34 CRYSTAL2003,35 and
CASTEP36) both from the literature and computed by
ourselves. The results of this benchmark can be found in the
Supporting Information (SI) (Tables S1−S7 and accompany-
ing text). On the basis of comparisons of the structures of A-
La2O3, C-La2O3, La(OH)3, LaPO4, and an all-electron fully
relativistic calculation for a La atom, we conclude that the
results of using CP2K on La-containing materials using the
MOLOPT-DZVP basis set and the GTH pseudopotential are
acceptable.

■ ATOMISTIC ZEOLITE Y MODEL

Zeolite Y crystallizes in the faujasite (FAU) framework
structure, a cubic structure in the space group Fd3̅m (space
group 227, generally used in the second setting). The pure
silica polymorph of this framework contains 576 atoms in the
unit cell (192 T-sites). Introducing Al, protons, water, and La
into the structure at realistic ratios, the contents of the unit cell
quickly grow to well over 600. Fortunately, the space group is

Figure 1. Schematic description of the lattice of zeolite FAU with RE ion-exchange positions I−III (left) and oxygen positions 1−4 (right).
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face-centered, which implies that the problem can be simplified
by applying a rhombohedral primitive unit cell that is only one
quarter of the size of the cubic cell, and contains only 48 T-
sites.37 We always imposed the constraints that A = B = C and
α = β = γ = 60°, ensuring that the results can be related to the
cubic cell, and will report the results of unit cell optimizations
in terms of the more familiar cubic cell axes. A realistic ratio of
Si to Al atoms for zeolite Y in FCC is 3 (the molar ratio of the
oxides, SiO2/Al2O3, is 6 in that case). This corresponds to a
total of 12 Al atoms in the rhombohedral cell. The initial step
in the building of the model was to calculate the optimized
structure (atom positions and lattice) of the all-silica analogue.
Subsequently, Al atoms were placed at different T-sites, and for
the resulting structures, energies and NMR spectra were
compared.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the first part of this work, we describe the development of a
model of zeolite Y that optimally matches the catalyst used in
the relevant experiments, while in the second part we use the
model to determine the dealumination pathways in the
absence and presence of a lanthanum ion.

■ ZEOLITE Y MODEL DEVELOPMENT
We first determine the most energetically favorable atomistic
model for zeolite Y with a Si/Al ratio of 3. We subsequently
obtain the model that best matches experimental NMR data,
using simulated annealing.

■ THERMODYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION
Optimization of the all-silica zeolite Y model yielded a unit cell
of 24.5291 Å, approximately 1.4% larger than expected from
the Breck−Flanigen relationship (which would yield 24.19 Å).7
The position of the first Al atom in the structure is not
important, since all tetrahedral sites in the all-silica structure
are equivalent. Each T-atom has four different oxygen atoms
linked to it, from which we have to select one to place the
charge-compensating proton. It appears that site O1, in the
side of the hexagonal prism (Figure 1), is slightly more favored
than the other three positions. We therefore use the O1
position for proton placement in all further structures. As is
clear from Table 1, the unit cell expands a little with the
introduction of Al (and a proton), as is expected from the
relevant experiments.7,38

Placing an additional Al atom destroys the symmetry of the
lattice. This leaves us with 47 possibilities for placing the
second aluminum atom. We investigated the eight possibilities
that are two or three bonds away (Loewenstein’s rule39 forbids
Al−O−Al linkages). Surprisingly, the most favorable position
by far is the opposite position in the same four-membered-ring
in the hexagonal prism that bears the initial Al (see Table 2
and Figure 2).

Dempsey’s rule,40 based on electrostatic arguments, would
prescribe that the second Al is as far away as possible from the
first, but that apparently does not hold. Schröder and Sauer,41

using METAPOCS42 forcefield calculations, observed a similar
effect, with next nearest neighbors in the four-ring more stable
by 7−9.5 kcal/mol compared to larger distances. They find a
slightly more stable position (by 1.8 kcal/mol) for a second Al
atom in the sodalite cage (position 2 in Figure 2) rather than
the hexagonal prism.
When placing the third Al atom, the position across the four-

ring in the hexagonal prism (position 4 in Figure 2) is the most
favorable out of the fifteen possible sites in the vicinity of the
original atoms, so a V-shape is formed. Other options, e.g.,
placing three atoms in one six-ring (obeying Loewenstein’s
rule), yield a substantially less favorable energy (+17.04 kcal/
mol).
A number of options for placing the fourth atom are detailed

in the Supporting Information. Again, the continuation of the
zigzag order filling up the hexagonal prism gives the lowest
energy.
Placing more than four atoms in the structure quickly

becomes an overwhelming problem, so only a limited number
of possibilities were explored. For placing six atoms, it is
energetically more favorable by 9.53 kcal/mol to have the six
atoms in one hexagonal prism (in the zigzag pattern) rather
than spreading them equally over two different prisms (using
the V-shaped distribution found for the first three Al).
When placing 12 Al atoms, a distribution with two times six

atoms in the separate prisms is more favorable by 12.43 kcal/
mol than a distribution with four times three atoms in four
separate prisms. Placing 12 Al atoms in the primitive unit cell
constitutes a Si/Al ratio of 3.
It thus appears from this study that it is thermodynamically

favorable to place as many Al atoms in hexagonal prisms as
Loewenstein’s rule would allow. This would imply that the

Table 1. Relative Protonation Energies for the Four Oxygen
Atoms Connected to the First Al Atom

H on relative energy (kcal/mol) UCS (Å)

O1 0.00 24.5621
O2 2.31 24.5628
O3 0.86 24.5609
O4 2.12 24.5576

Table 2. Relative Energies for Placing a Second Al Atom
(for the Positions, We Refer to Figure 2)

second Al on relative energy (kcal/mol) UCS (Å)

1 0.00 24.5991
2 8.15 24.6011
3 7.97 24.5973
4 8.44 24.5998
5 6.76 24.6010
6 6.71 24.6002
7 6.72 24.6012
8 5.36 24.5966

Figure 2. Left: possible Al lattice positions available after the first
insertion into the lattice; the green lines show the “zigzag”
substitution pattern that emerges as the energetically most favorable.
Right: primitive unit cell with all atoms for comparison.
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majority of the Si atoms would have either zero or three Al
neighbors. However, this is not what experimental evidence
from 29Si NMR suggests.

■ MATCHING EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Klinowski et al.43 and Melchior et al.44 studied the
coordination environment of Si in zeolite NaX and NaY with
29Si NMR. The latter report is more extensive. Melchior et al.
measured the Si coordination in a range of zeolite Y samples
with different Si/Al ratios. One of the samples had a ratio of
2.97 (SiO2/Al2O3 5.93). Klinowski et al. measured a sample
with a ratio of 2.69 (SiO2/Al2O3 5.38); these are closest to our
model with SiO2/Al2O3 = 6.
By means of simulated annealing, we identified the

placement of 12 Al among the 48 positions in the
rhombohedral cell that gave the best match (smallest sum of
squares of differences) in occupations with the zeolite of silica/
alumina molar ratio (SAR, i.e., SiO2/Al2O3) 5.93. No
violations of Loewenstein’s rule were allowed (some
exceptions to Loewenstein’s rule are documented, but they
concern either exotic materials or theoretical structures45−47).
The simulated annealing procedure was carried out over a large
number of steps and repeated several times. Each time the
same solution was obtained. The detailed results are presented
in Table S12 in the Supporting Information.
The total Si(nAl) distribution found is in good agreement

with Melchior et al. and in reasonable agreement with
Klinowski et al. (who measured a sample of lower SAR).
The relative energies for the structure with 12 Al atoms in the
lattice obtained in this way can be compared to the two 12-Al
structures that were described above (Table 3).

The NMR-based Al distribution is obviously quite different
from a distribution that minimizes the total energy. Al is not
distributed in a way that minimizes lattice energy.
The Al distribution is set during the crystallization, in which

Na+, and not H+, is the counterion. In the Supporting
Information, we present a brief study in which the counterions
in the structures reported in Table 2 are replaced by Na+, or
removed altogether. In both cases, the ranking of the possible
positions is completely different (Table S8). This implies that
the hardness of the counterion is important in determining the
relative energies of different Al distributions. The harder the
counterion, the more charge resides on the Al defects in the
silicon lattice, and the stronger the electrostatic interaction
between defects becomes. This of course influences the
optimal distribution, and again, Al appears not to be
distributed in a way that minimizes lattice energy.
We will therefore use the distribution derived from NMR for

our further calculations. The distribution of Al in the lattice
should not change during ion exchange replacing the Na+ with
H+, which is why the distributions found by Klinowski et al.
and Melchior et al.43,44 are applicable to our system. The
CP2K optimized coordinates for the NMR-based distribution
are given in the Supporting Information (Table S12).

The NMR-matched Al distribution leads to a unit cell
featuring one hexagonal prism with two Al, one with four Al,
and two with three Al. From the latter two, we limit our study
to the hexagonal prism with two Al in the bottom six-ring,
separated by two Si T-sites, and one in the top six-ring. The
distribution is illustrated in Figure 3.

■ RE-POSITION AND COORDINATION
To find the optimal position for a La3+ ion in the zeolite
framework, one needs to start from a zeolite structure where all
three Brønsted protons are removed from the hexagonal prism
to maintain a charge−neutral system. A number of possible
positions for the La3+ ion were examined, and their relative
energies are presented in Table 4. For comparison, the
reference energy for a water molecule is that of a molecule in
the gas phase.

This implies that, in the absence of water, the La3+ will be
localized in the I position in the center of the hexagonal prism.
This is indeed observed in structure elucidations of dehydrated
samples.48 Since we are concerned with the dealumination
during steaming, we need to account for the role of water.
When water is present, the most likely position is in site I′,
with the La3+ coordinated with three water molecules. While
the addition of a fourth water molecule is energetically
favorable, the energy gain is much less than that for the
addition of the second and third molecules. Moreover, the
fourth water molecule would severely restrict the thermal
movement of the other three under dynamic conditions.
Moving the bare La3+ from site I to site I′ has a computed
activation barrier of 18.6 kcal/mol. In the presence of one
water molecule, the activation barrier to move the La3+ from
site I to site I′ is only 5 kcal/mol. The overall move is slightly
endothermic (1.2 kcal/mol), but the presence of additional

Table 3. Relative Energies for Different Options for Placing
12 Al Atoms in the Unit Cell

distribution of 12 Al relative energy (kcal/mol) UCS (Å)

6/6/0/0 over four prisms 0.00 25.0235
3/3/3/3 over four prisms 12.43 25.0234
matching 29Si NMR data 29.96 25.0162

Figure 3. Realistic Al distribution in the hexagonal prism of FAU-
zeolite based on NMR data.

Table 4. Relative Energies for the Different Placement
Options for a La3+ Ion

position
energy

(kcal/mol)

bare La3+ at the I position within the hexagonal prism 0.0
La3+ within the hexagonal prism with a molecule of water
coordinated

−13.0

A bare La3+ at the I′ position just outside the hexagonal
prism (Figure 1)

+18.4

La3+ at the I′ position with one H2O coordinated −11.8
La3+ at the I′ position with two H2O coordinated −38.9
La3+ at the I′ position with three H2O coordinated −58.9
La3+ at the I′ position with four H2O coordinated −66.0
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water in the sodalite cage will lead to the formation of more
stable structures with two and three water molecules
coordinated. When one or two water molecules were taken
away from three water molecules coordinated to the La3+ ion
and placed elsewhere in the sodalite cage, either these drifted
back to the La3+ ion or, if there was a sufficiently large energy
barrier to prevent that, the resulting structure had a higher
energy.
The structure with the La3+ ion at the I′ position with three

water molecules coordinated is stable with respect to
protonation of the framework. We investigated removing one
of the protons from one of the available water molecules and
placing this proton on different oxygen atoms of the adjacent
prism, as indicated in Figure 3. However, this always leads to
less stable structures. Table 5 presents the computed relative
energies.

In the remaining part, we will thus work with the La3+ in the
I′ position coordinated with three water molecules.

■ DEALUMINATION ROUTE
In the next section, we will examine the dealumination of the
FAU lattice for all three Al sites from the model above (Figure
3), in both the absence and presence of the La3+ ion. To
understand the influence of additional Brønsted and Lewis acid
sites, the results will be compared with the dealumination
pathway for a zeolite Y model with a 47/1 Si/Al ratio (or SAR
94, i.e., an isolated Al site). As the dealumination proceeds, the
newly coordinated basic hydroxyl groups at the reacting Al
atom interact with the remaining Brønsted and Lewis acid
sites. We expect this interaction to have profound effects on
the energetics, yielding a pathway for dealumination that is
very different from the pathway followed by an isolated Al site.

■ DEALUMINATION IN THE ABSENCE OF RE
The first step in the dealumination is the adsorption of a water
molecule on Al. If sterically possible, we expect the water to
coordinate to Al opposite the weakest bond, which is generally
the bond to the protonated oxygen atom.12 As noted above,
O1 is the favored site for placing the proton of the Brønsted
Al−O(H)−Si moiety, so to limit the number of possibilities,
we have focused on dealumination routes that start in this way.
We find that the water coordination is indeed the most
favorable opposite O1, weakening the Al−O1 bond even
further. For the remaining three steps of the dealumination
pathways, there are many possibilities, some of which yield
equivalent structures. We will use the following description.
We start with the original location of the Al atom, using the
numbering in Figure 3 (HY1, HY2, or HY3 for the RE-free
system, or REY1, REY2, or REY3 for the RE-exchanged

system). The adsorption of water to the Al atom is denoted
“W”. For this step, we calculate the adsorption energy only.
This step is illustrated in Figure 4 for an isolated Al atom.

The next step is the jump of a proton from adsorbed water
to one of the remaining oxygen sites. This step is denoted
“PX”, with X being the number of respective oxygen atoms;
using the numbering in these steps, both the reaction energy
and the activation energies were calculated. Thus, a path up to
this point could be HY1WP2. The steps are then repeated to
calculate each possible dealumination pathway starting from
the hydration at position 1 (Figure 5).

■ ISOLATED AL SITE
We demonstrate the procedure for the special case of an
isolated Al atom (which we call “HY”). For the first hydration
(“W”), the sorption energy is −9.0 kcal/mol (Figure 4). There
are three possibilities for the next step: WP2, WP3, and WP4.
The activation energies for these steps are 27.1, 21.5, and 40.0
kcal/mol, respectively. The WP4 route yields activation
energies that are substantially higher than the other
possibilities in all seven pathway analyses, so WP4 will not
play a significant role and will not be examined further. The
WP3 route has the lowest activation energy and can be
followed by either WP3WP2 or WP3WP4. These are
essentially equivalent in activation energy (15.5 and 15.2
kcal/mol, respectively). Likewise, WP2 can be followed by
WP2WP4 and WP2WP3. We find that the latter pathway leads
to the same structure as WP3WP2. Overall, WP3WP2WP4 has
the lowest maximum activation energy and is thus the
minimum energy pathway (MEP) (Figure 6).

Table 5. Relative Energies for Moving a Proton to Different
Oxygen Atomsa

structure energy (kcal/mol)

La3+ at I′ + 3 water 0.0
proton moved to

Obottom unstable
Oside1 +23.0
Oside2 +18.3
Otop +13.8

aThe labeling of oxygen atoms is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 4. A single water molecule is chemisorbed to the Al site in the
SAR = 94 zeolite (pathway HYW). Color coding: H = white, O = red,
Al = pink.

Figure 5. Schematic drawing of the steps in the dealumination
pathway. Blue atoms represent oxygen atoms that are and remain
connected to the zeolite framework through Si−O bonds. Red atoms
represent oxygen atoms coming from water and are not connected to
the framework.
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The difference in act ivat ion energies between
WP3WP2WP4 and WP3WP4WP2 may only be 2 kcal/mol,
but the structures themselves are radically different. In
WP3WP2WP4 (as well as in WP2WP4WP3), the Al(OH)3
moiety is found inside the sodalite cage, whereas in
WP3WP4WP2, it is found in the main cage. This is because
the strain in the WP3WP4 transition state is partly resolved by
pulling Al into the main cage. The full dealumination route for
HY is illustrated in the Supporting Information (see Figures
S6−S10 and the accompanying text).

■ EFFECT OF NEIGHBORING BRØNSTED AND LEWIS
ACID SITES

Focusing on the model with a Si/Al ratio of 3 (SAR = 6),
minimum energy pathways were determined for the deal-
umination of the three different aluminum sites (HY1, HY2,

and HY3). These are compared to the route for the HY
pathway in the unit cell with a single Al in Figure 7. The
activation energies and reaction energies for all routes
examined can be found in the Supporting Information (Figures
S15−S20 and Tables S12−S15).
It is striking that the minimum energy pathway (MEP) is a

different one for every site. For HY1, it is WP3WP2WP4 (as it
was for the single Al in the SAR = 94 zeolite); for HY2, it is
WP3WP4WP2; and for HY3, it is WP2WP3WP4. As we
consistently find high activation energies for HYxWP4, no
pathway starting with WP4 can be the MEP (and WP2WP3
leads to the same result as WP3WP2). Since WP3WP4WP2
leads to dislodged Al outside of the sodalite cage (like with the
single site in the SAR = 94 zeolite), whereas the other
pathways will bring it into the sodalite cage, the MEP of HY2
leads to a final result different from that of both HY1 and HY3
(and the single site of the previous section).
The highest activation energy encountered along the MEP is

also significantly different: 19.7, 21.9, and 23.6 kcal/mol,
respectively, for HY1, HY2, and HY3 (all lower than the 24.1
kcal/mol for the single site in the SAR = 94 zeolite).
It is thus clear that there are substantial differences between

the three sites. Therefore, the local environment has a great
influence on the dealumination energetics. Ideally, we should
have done the calculations for all 12 Al sites in the SAR = 6
unit cell, but that was not possible within the (computer-)time
available.
Without going through all pathways in detail, we will discuss

some cases where the interaction with the lattice is strong to

Figure 6. Activation energies for all possible pathways starting from a
single Al site in the FAU lattice. WP2WP3 and WP3WP2 yield the
same structure. WP3WP2WP4 is the minimum energy pathway.

Figure 7. Minimum energy pathways for the SAR 94 HY model (top) and the HY1, HY2, and HY3 sites in the SAR6 model.
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show what may be expected along a dealumination pathway in
a realistic HY zeolite.
For HY1, we find that in the transition state from

HY1WP2W to HY1WP2WP3 (or HY1WP3WP2), the water
molecule is closer to a Si in the lattice (1.81 Å) than to the Al
(2.59 Å). In the HY1WP3WP2 structure, these distances are
1.89 and 1.95 Å; the OH has become bridging. The structures
are shown in Figure 8.

The interaction between the hydroxyl group and the Si atom
is driven by the Lewis acidity of the Si, which is part of an Al−
O(H)−Si moiety. In HY1WP3WP2, the distance between Si
and its “own” O(H) is 1.93 Å. In a manner of speaking, the
Lewis acidity of this Si is borrowed from the Al in the Al−
O(H)−Si moiety. Note that in this structure the Al−O3 bond
is retained (distances: Al−O3 1.95 Å, Al−O2 2.01 Å). This is
caused by the fact that the linkage between a hydroxyl and the
lattice Si draws Al to the side of O3.
A similar bonding between a hydroxyl and a lattice atom

occurs in the transition state to HY1WP2WP4 as well as in
HY1WP2WP4 itse l f . In the trans i t ion state to
HY1WP2WP4WP3, the hydroxyl temporarily latches on an
Al in the lattice, which incidentally causes Al to move away
from O4 (see the Figure S11, Supporting Information). In the
lowest energy structure for HY1WP2WP4WP3 (equivalent to
HY1WP3WP2WP4), the hydroxyl is again coordinated to the
Si atom.
This is also observed in HY2WP2W, but in this case the OH

connects with the same Si that O2 is attached to, resulting in

two hydroxyl groups bridging between the same Si and Al
(Figure S12).
Another feature worth mentioning is that in the structure of

HY3WP3WP4, we find a water molecule attached to the
partially dislodged Al. This is because a hydroxyl group of that
Al has picked up a proton from an Al−O(H)−Si Brønsted site.
The structure is shown in Figure S14. The O from which the
proton originates is only visible in the image as the end of a
stick; it is at 1.78 Å distance from the proton. This is a regular
length for hydrogen bonding (the O−H bond length on the
water moiety is 1.00 Å), which shows that the proton has been
fully transferred, and we have a zwitterionic arrangement
within the zeolite.
Another remarkable example of the environment effect can

be found in the first reaction step of HY2 and HY3 (Figure
S13). The HY2WP2 and HY2WP3 activation energies are 28.2
and 18.6 kcal/mol, while for HY3WP2 and HY3WP3 the
values are 20.3 and 27.6 kcal/mol, respectively. At first sight,
this appears hard to rationalize as HY2 and HY3 are opposite
to each other in a four-membered face of the prism (Figure 3).
However, the superficial symmetry is deceiving. The four-
membered ring contains, apart from two (protonated) O1
atoms, an O2 connected to HY2 and an O3 connected to HY3.
It appears that the O that gets preferentially protonated is the
one farthest away from a neighboring Al. This suggests that
pathways involving protonation of an oxygen atom near
another Brønsted acid site are destabilized. The ordering of
WP2 and WP3 activation energies for HY3 is different not only
from HY2 but also from HY1 and the single site in the SAR =
94 zeolite. A contributing factor may be that the transition
state for HY3WP2 is somewhat stabilized by coordination of
the O of the dissociating water molecule to a Lewis acidic Si in
the lattice (Si···O = 2.37 Å).

■ DEALUMINATION ROUTES IN THE PRESENCE OF
RE

The introduction of a La3+ ion incurs the loss of three protons.
As computed above, it is energetically the most favorable to
have a [La(H2O)3]

3+ unit coordinated to the six-membered
ring of the prism with two Al (sites REY1 and REY2) and no
protons anywhere on the prism. This makes REY3 formally a
site of negative charge, which has implications for its
dealumination. We will therefore start with a discussion of

Figure 8. HY1WP2WP3 transition state (left) and the final
HY1WP3WP2 structure (right).

Figure 9. Minimum energy dealumination pathway for REY1 compared to HY1. The minimum energy pathway for the RE-exchanged material is
4.3 kcal/mol higher in activation energy.
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REY1 and REY2 for which the dealumination proceeds in a
fairly straightforward manner.
In these two cases, the weakest Al−O bond is Al−O3 (as O3

is closer to the La3+ ion than O2 and therefore more strongly
bound to it), so the first water molecule is sorbed opposite O3.
The minimum energy pathways for REY1 and REY2 are

compared to the HY minimum energy pathway in Figures 9
and 10. With REY, WP3 is no longer the preferred first step,
which is to be expected as O3 has taken over the role of O1 as
the oxygen opposed to which water is sorbed. Also, in the
presence of RE, we generally find larger activation energy
barriers.
The REY3 site is different from all other sites. It does not

have a proton associated with it and neither is any of its oxygen
atoms coordinated to the La3+ ion, so it bears a formal negative
charge. This implies that it is not possible to donate electrons
from a water molecule, and indeed every attempt to make the
site accept a water molecule led to instant rejection. Therefore,
the REY3 site cannot be dealuminated in the same way as the
other sites.
However, there are a number of viable dealumination

pathways for REY3. They all require the donation of a proton
to one of the oxygens surrounding it. One could imagine a
pathway in which a proton hops from one of the three water
molecules coordinated to the La3+ ion to one of the REY3
oxygens. This is not energetically favorable (+13.8 kcal/mol for
the most favorable case, O3), but not impossible. We have
initiated a pathway from the structure it would produce
(dubbed REY3H). The minimum energy route for this
pathway is REY3HWP1WP2WP4, with a maximum activation
energy barrier of 29.7 kcal/mol. This makes REY3 the least
prone to dealumination among all of the Al sites, with and
without RE. All energies calculated for this route can be found
in the SI.
Another possibility relies on the weak Lewis acidity of the Si

atom in the bottom ring. The Si−O3 bond is the weakest of
the four Si−O bonds because of the strong coordination of O3

to the La3+ ion. This activates the Si atom to a sufficient extent
to start a dealumination pathway with the assistance of the
REY2 site (but not sufficient to adsorb a water molecule on the
Si atom directly). A water molecule sorbed on REY2 can be
dissociated into a hydroxyl that moves to the Si atom and a
proton that moves to O1(−Si) with a barrier of +24.2 kcal/
mol (Figure 11). This removes the formal negative charge on

the REY3 site, which can now sorb a water molecule. The
minimum energy dealumination pathway resulting from this
initial state has an activation barrier of 23.7 kcal/mol, so the
initial barrier of 24.2 kcal/mol to create the initial state is the
rate-limiting step. Again, the details for this route can be found
in the Supporting Information. The activation barrier of 24.2
for this route is the lowest found for dealumination of REY3
and is compared to the HY3 pathway in Figure 12.

■ ROLE OF RE
Table 6 provides the activation energies for the minimum
energy pathways for all sites. It is clear that for each of the sites,
the incorporation of the La3+ ion increases the activation

Figure 10. Minimum energy dealumination pathway for REY2 compared to HY2. There are two different minimum energy pathways that both
feature 26.0 kcal/mol as the maximum activation energy. Both minimum energy pathways for the RE-exchanged material are 4.1 kcal/mol higher in
energy compared to the HY2 pathway.

Figure 11. REY3-(SiW)-WP1 TS. The Si atom between Al2 and Al3
is a weak Lewis acid, as a result of which the incoming water molecule
dissociates there.
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barrier for dealumination. This even holds for site 3, for which
the value would have been much higher if the kick-start by
REY2 would not have been available.
Although we realize that the three sites examined here are a

subset of the full 12 that are available in the zeolite model, we
believe that our computational evidence supports the notion
that the introduction of RE in the zeolite lattice directly
influences the energetics of the dealumination pathways to
such an extent that stabilization of the lattice can be expected.

■ CONCLUSIONS

We have examined the dealumination pathways of Y-zeolites
with two different Al concentrations in the absence and
presence of La3+ ions. We conclude that the Al distribution
found experimentally for a zeolite with Si/Al = 3 does not
represent the thermodynamically most stable distribution. In
the search for the global minimum energy structure, different
counterions lead to different Al distributions, which implies
that the stability of the lattice depends on the (hardness of the)
counterions present. Since the aluminum distribution in this
type of zeolite is likely not determined thermodynamically, we
introduce a new model, with a distribution that optimally
matches literature NMR data. We report that the deal-
umination pathways in the presence of La3+ all have a higher
activation energy than the pathways in the absence of La3+.
This supports the observed stabilizing effect of hydrated La3+

on the dealumination. The local environment (OH groups,
hydrogen bonds) has a strong effect on the dealumination
pathways. Protonation of oxygen atoms close to other
Brønsted acid sites is disfavored, while alternative barriers are
often brought down via coordination of Al−OH groups to
neighboring Lewis acid sites. This demonstrates that full
periodic calculations with realistic aluminum distributions
must be employed in this type of study.
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Table 6. Activation Energies for the Minimum Energy
Pathways for All Sites

HY REY

single 24.1 n.a.
site 1 19.7 24.0
site 2 21.9 26.0
site 3 23.6 24.2
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